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Since opening our first store in 2000, we’ve been committed to creating a fun, friendly 
neighborhood market where customers can make a connection to who and where their 
food comes from. We are a company that honors its farmers, ranchers, fishers, growers 
and makers—and helps them prosper for generations to come. It is about the joy of great 
food, a connection to community and gratitude to our customers and staff.

In everything we do, we are dedicated to our triple bottom line philosophy of people, 
planet and profit. 

We understand they are all connected, carry equal weight and deserve our best, every 
day. We also believe in transparency – be that about the way we reached a business 
decision or who’s behind our Partner Brand products. Sharing the “why” and “how” helps 
everyone involved remain an important, valued part of the process.  

We measure what matters. We set goals, report on our progress and focus on continual 
improvement. Our goal is to have a positive social, environmental and economic impact 
for all our stakeholders: our staff, customers, vendors, neighbors and the communities 
we serve.

In our 2016 Impact Report, we share with you the results of our work this past year – our 
successes and our challenges. And we’ll give you a look inside the work underway for 
2017 to continue to deliver on our mission as the ultimate neighborhood grocery store, 
cultivating good for generations to come.

A LETTER FROM WENDY

Wendy Collie
President & CEO
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We are committed to environmental stewardship, to giving 
back to our community and to providing a progressive 
workplace where our staff thrives. This report speaks to 
the tenets of our mission:

OUR MISSION:

We enhance more lives We nourish 
local communities

We inspire 
environmental stewardship

We champion the 
regional food economy
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We build genuine, lasting relationships with staff, customers, vendors and community partners. 
We create an atmosphere of openness, caring, fairness and trust so we can enable people
to bring their best every day, and to lead happy, healthy, meaningful lives. 

We enhance more lives

DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION
OUR 2016 MISSION GOAL: Increase management of color to 15% vs 11.8% in 2015

OUR 2016 IMPACT: Increased management of color to 14.5% 

As the ultimate neighborhood grocery store, we believe our staff should reflect the
neighborhoods we serve. 

Our staffing team works with a variety of community organizations to ensure maximum diversity.  
Some of the partnerships they are particularly proud of include those with IRCO (Immigrant and 
Refugee Community Organization,) Latino Network, Native American Youth & Family Center, 
Partners in Diversity, New Avenues for Youth and Urban League of Portland. 

OUR 2017 MISSION GOAL:

250 Managers trained on diversity and inclusion practices

16% Management of color

OTHER 2016 HIGHLIGHTS:
• Grew staff of color to 23.2% versus 22.1% in 2015
• Females in management were 50.4% in 2016 vs. 42%  average for the Food and   
 Beverage Industry
• Average tenure of staff equaled 4.4 years
• Internal promotion rate of 85%
• With the opening of two new stores, we added 446 new jobs, an increase of 14.7%
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Cans for Kids
Cans for Kids has raised over half a million dollars since it started 14 years ago. Shoppers 
are offered the option of donating their refundable cans and bottles. We sort and count 
these redeemable goods and pass on the refund to the selected school foundations. These 
refundable containers may have ended up in the garbage, or worse, as litter. Cans for Kids 
turned what could have been trash into thousands of dollars to support our schools.

Bag It Forward
Bag It Forward gives our customers the 
opportunity to donate the five cent refund 
we provide each time they shop with a 
reusable bag. Instead of getting a nickel 
back, they receive a “bean” which they 
drop in the jar representing their charity of 
choice. The nonprofit partners are selected 
by each store, and support our core tenets 

of giving (hunger, education and environment). Bag it Forward is 
our newest pass-through donation program, and in 2016 alone our 
customers donated over $95,000!

A Community Partner 
Success Story!  
New Seasons Market committed $125,000 
over a five-year period to help create Zenger 
Farm’s Urban Grange to ensure that there 
would be a welcoming space to teach the 
community about sustainable food systems. 
The Urban Grange has 6,600 square feet of 
kitchen, classroom, meeting and office space 
is used to educate people about food and 
farming. 

About 10,000 people visit the Zenger 
Farm annually. Through camps for children, 
school visits, adult classes and presentations, 
families learn where food comes from, how 
to grow it and how to prepare it.

We honor the neighborhoods we serve by valuing their history and individuality while creating jobs to 
enhance community vitality. We give back through donations of time, money and thought leadership.

We nourish local communities

PHILANTHROPY  
& PASS-THROUGH 
DONATIONS

OUR 2016 
MISSION GOAL:

Raise a total of 
$540,000 in 
pass-through 
donations

OUR 2016 IMPACT: Raised $442,570

We are passionate about sharing our success. 
We donate 10% of our after-tax profits back 
to the nonprofits that serve our community. 
We focus our charitable giving toward three key 
areas: fighting hunger, educating our youth and 
promoting environmental conservation. 

In addition to direct donations, we increase 
our impact by providing opportunities for our 
customers to donate through us.  Our pass-
through programs include Cans for Kids, Bag it 
Forward, Hunger Relief Register Partners and 
our annual Donate Dinner event, which benefits 
Meals on Wheels People.

OUR 2017 MISSION GOAL:

10% Increase of dollars donated 
and raised to fight hunger
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A Lend-A-Hand  
Success Story! 
Slabtown Day of Service  
under the leadership of Slabtown’s 
Community Coordinator, Kari Lorz, 
New Seasons Market undertook its 
largest Lend-A-Hand event to date. 
On July 21st 2017, 94 Slabtown 
staff members went out into our 
community and completed 328 
hours of community service!  Staff 
chose from seven organizations 
including Portland Fruit Tree Project, 
Oregon Food Bank, The Forest Park 
Conservancy, Friendly House, Lift 
Urban Portland, Ronald Mc Donald 
House and Chapman Elementary. 
They gave back to their community by 
harvesting fruit, pulling weeds, packing 
food and baking treats. 

We nourish local communities
LE

ND 
  A   HAND

COMMUNITY SERVICE
OUR 2016 
MISSION GOAL:

500 staff participate 
in Lend-A-Hand 
community service  

OUR 2016 IMPACT:
944 staff 
participated in 
Lend-A-Hand

OUR 2017 MISSION GOAL:

1200 Staff participate
in Lend-A-Hand 
community service

We strive to do the right 
thing—always. One way is to be 
generous with our time and our 
talent. Lend-A-Hand gives staff 
members up to eight hours of 
paid community service work 

with a nonprofit organization of their choice. 
The goal of Lend-A-Hand is to connect staff with 
their community, to know the joy that happens 
when you help with a worthy cause. From this 
experience we hope our staff will catch the 
volunteering “bug” and go out on their own to 
continue doing good in our world.



An Energy Success Story! 
In the grocery industry, refrigeration, 
HVAC and lighting are responsible 
for 81% of all energy use. Through a 
companywide initiative to lower our 
energy use, we’ve installed doors on 
80% of our refrigerated cases. 
This has a significant impact on energy 
use, keeps food at a more consistent 
temperature and makes shopping the 
aisles more comfortable (less cold!) 
for our customers. 
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We raise the bar on operational sustainability by empowering individual participation by all staff.  Throughout 
our value chain, we work to encourage food production practices that promote healthy soil, air and water.

We inspire environmental stewardship

ENERGY
OUR 2016 
MISSION GOAL:

Reduce average 
energy use by 5%

OUR 2016 IMPACT: Reduced average 
energy use by 2%

We are committed to improving energy 
efficiency with our operations in an effort to 
minimize our carbon footprint. In 2016, we 
implemented 24 distinct energy efficiency 
projects, saving 1,179,936 kWh and 35,620 
therrms, which is equivalent to removing 215 
passenger vehicles driven for one year.

We also support the development of clean 
energy infrastructure through investments in 
Renewable Energy Credits (RECs). Through 
Portland General Electric’s Green-E Certified 
Clean Wind program, we purchased 15% of our 
total electric load in RECs.

WATER
OUR 2016 
MISSION GOAL:

Reduce average 
water use by 5%

OUR 2016 IMPACT: Increased average 
water use by 11%

We set a water conservation goal for the first 
time in 2016, and unfortunately we went in the 
opposite direction. Water leaks at two of our 
store locations created substantial challenges for 
us, and we were unable to react quickly enough 
to stem the tide.

In 2017, we are putting a full-court press on 
water conservation, with efforts targeted at 
raising awareness and changing behaviors. Our 
Green Teams in each store will be leading the 
charge. We believe our greatest opportunity lies 
in our defrosting practices, and we will be piloting 
new standard operating procedures in our Meat 
and Seafood departments this summer.

OUR 2017 MISSION GOAL:

5% Average energy use 
reduction by stores

OUR 2017 MISSION GOAL:

10% Average water 
reduction 
by stores
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We inspire environmental stewardship

ZERO WASTE
OUR 2016 MISSION GOAL: Divert 90% of waste from landfill

OUR 2016 IMPACT: Diverted 84% 

We strive to reduce our impact on the planet, and one way we do that is by using a variety of 
strategies to divert as much material as possible from the landfill. In 2013, we adopted a goal of Zero 
Waste (defined by the EPA as diverting 90% or more waste from landfill.) Some of our diversion 
practices include:

• Employing traditional measures such as recycling commingle materials through our waste hauler 
• Using the food waste reduction hierarchy and composting food only after unsalable food is first 
   donated to staff and our community gleaning partners
• Sorting difficult to recycle plastics and working with our recycling partner to ensure they 
   are not landfilled
• Using vendor take back programs where we hold on to various vendor containers at the store to 
   be reused over and over again
• Allowing customers to bring their difficult to recycle items not allowed curbside to our store 
   for recycling 

To determine our diversion rate, we partnered with Portland State University’s Community 
Environmental Services for a Material Streams Audit. Three locations were chosen to collectively 
represent the diversity of our stores, based on size, location, revenue and customer base. A full 
24-hour period’s worth of trash, compost and recyclables were sorted for each of the audited 
locations – amounting to over 2.25 tons of materials! The audit found that our aggregate diversion 
was 84%. While it’s not at the level we strive for, it’s still an incredible accomplishment, and a 
testament to the dedication of our staff to being stewards of their environment through composting 
and recycling.

OUR 2017 MISSION GOAL:

90% Achieve Zero Waste at 20% of our locations    
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Local Finds
Through our Local Finds program, we offer a retail outlet for small vendors manufacturing in our local 
community. We work directly with producers to help them navigate the complexities of selling their 
products in a grocery store and help connect them with resources to grow their business.

We also sponsor the Getting Your Recipe to Market class—a partnership between Portland 
Community College’s CLIMB Small Business Development Center and Oregon State University’s 
Food Innovation Center. GYRM is a 12-week food entrepreneur boot camp that helps small producers 
understand each step necessary in the process of launching a product. We offer advice and strategic 
planning support at several points during the program, including an opportunity to present to our 
buying team and receive valuable feedback.

We champion the regional food economy
We create long-term, multi-generational partnerships in order to support sustainable agriculture and food 
production. We encourage local innovation and food-based entrepreneurship, and whenever possible, 
promote opportunities to connect customers with the people that produce the food they eat.

A Local Finds and 
Partner Brand Success Story!
Our New Seasons Gluten-Free Pizza Dough is a perfect 
example of a Local Finds success story. Marilyn Roseburrough 
of Kember’s Gluten-Free was a participant in the Getting Your 
Recipe to Market class who took advantage of the opportunity 
to present her line of gluten-free baking mixes to our buying 
team. We liked her product so much that, not only did we bring 
her line into our stores, but we also decided to create a product 
together to sell under the New Seasons label. We connected 
her with resources for co-packing and distribution, and now she 
is producing fresh gluten-free pizza dough for all of our stores. 
We sold over a thousand units in the first two months—a huge 
production increase for her!

Partner Brand
Partner Brand is our unique twist on a private label program. Our New Seasons Market partner brand 
products are sourced locally whenever possible, transparent from seed to shelf, responsibly priced 
and made with simple ingredients a customer would find in their pantry.  We’re proud of the vendors 
we partner with to bring these products to our customers – so much so that we call out their names on 
each and every package.  
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We champion the regional food economy

Green Wheels
Green Wheels was created to help small, local 
producers manage the challenge of self-delivery 
to our 19 Portland Metro area locations. Imagine 
a flurry of local producers zig-zagging across 
the city each week and battling traffic to deliver 
their goods to our stores. We partnered with 
fellow B Corp B-Line Sustainable Urban Delivery 
to create a cost-effective distribution option 
that consolidates product for dozens of local 
producers into a single weekly delivery to each of 
our stores. 

Green Wheels saves large amounts of time that 
is often non-productive and allows our producers 
to focus on growing their businesses.  It relieves 
congestion in our already crowded parking 
lots and allows our Receiving teams to handle 
deliveries more efficiently.  Most importantly, the 
program has a positive impact on the environment 
by limiting traffic and emissions. By reducing the 
number of individual vendor trips to our stores 
by over 3000 trips this year, we lowered CO2 
emissions equal to powering 1,552 homes’ energy 
use for one year.

A Green Wheels Success 
Story! 
Michael Kanter, founder of Eliot’s Adult 
Nut Butters was ecstatic to make it onto the 
shelves of our stores, but was overwhelmed 
when he realized it would take him an average 
of eight hours per week driving to deliver to 
all our locations. 

Fortunately, Eliot’s was one of six of New 
Seasons’ Local Finds companies to kick 
off delivering their wares to stores using 
Green Wheels. In the last year, the program 
has exploded with 30 small businesses 
participating today and more in the pipeline.

“Delivering to their hub is super convenient 
and it is great to be able to say we’re on the 
cutting edge by having green delivery,” says 
Michael. We couldn’t agree more.
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We use business as a force for good
We’re proud to be the world’s first certified B Corp grocer, placing us in a community of over 2,000 “triple-bottom-line” companies 
around the world dedicated to using the power of business for good. This commitment to balancing people-planet-profit assures that 
we place as much value on taking care of our staff, our communities and our environment as we do on growing a profitable business.

B Corp certification offers us a framework to set goals and hold ourselves accountable to remain true to our mission and to ensure 
we’re continually improving.

Learn more about B Corp Certification at bcorporation.net.

We are a progressive employer
We provide comprehensive compensation and benefits packages to all staff. Our robust healthcare plan provides exceptional coverage at rates 30-50% 
below the industry standard. We offer paid time off, and paid time for our staff to volunteer in the community. These benefits and our unique lifestyle 
scheduling policy have contributed to one of the lowest turnover rates in the industry. 

We have a “Speak-Up” culture
We believe that empowering staff and enabling them to be involved in decisions that affect them is vital to a happy, productive work environment. 
Our culture allows everyone here to have a voice and to share ideas and concerns.

We are serious about food
Food safety and quality are top priorities for us. We have clear and rigorous safety practices that every staff member learns on day one. Our practices 
are aligned with top industry standards and are part of our daily jobs and overall store operations. All our food service department managers and chefs are 
ServSafe Certified, and each store is audited by an accredited third-party auditor (UL) at least every 60 days for food safety, personal hygiene, sanitary 
conditions and food code compliance. 

We’re proud of who we are
New Seasons Market is an independent, purpose-driven company on a mission to be the ultimate 
neighborhood grocery store in communities throughout the West Coast.

Who we are 
• Founded in 1999
• 20 stores in Oregon, Washington   
 and Northern California
• Own and operate four New Leaf   
 Community Markets in California
• 4,179 Employees
• Received the Oregonians    
 Against Discrimination Award for   
 transgender workplace policies   
 from Basic Rights Oregon in 2016
• Ranked #42 on Forbes’ List of   
 America’s Best Midsize Employers,  
 2016
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